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ON MIDDLE PATH

Charles Murray chosen to join political science department

After an exhaustive search process, Director of the Center for the Study of American Democracy and Associate Professor of Political Science Thomas Karako announced today that respected author and political analyst Charles Murray has been hired to fill a newly-created position in the political science department.

"Mr. Murray emerged from a strong and deep field of candidates and became our top choice after we saw what a strong turnout he inspired during his talk here last month," Karako said.

According to Karako, Murray will assume his position at the beginning of the 2013-2014 academic year and will begin teaching classes such as "Race and the Social Divide in American Politics" and "Rich Kids at Liberal Arts Schools: Why You Know Nothing.""We're really excited to have Mr. Murray here," said Alan Whitaker '13. "I think he brings an important and diverse worldview to our narrow-minded campus."

Murray issued a statement today regarding his appointment. "I'm so excited to be coming to Kenyon, a school full of kids who know nothing of the world," he said. "They're desperate, yes, but they're desperate in need of the insight my books provide. My first step will be to institute a mandatory reading of The Bell Curve, my critically acclaimed 1994 book."

Several professors could not be reached for comment, as they were hosting a picker on Middle Path against Murray's appointment. Karako said the department is on the lookout for other exciting new candidates, citing David Duke and Ann Coulter as possible hires for the 2014-2015 academic year.

Additional reporting by someone on the Collegiate.
Hipster discovers Old Side during last week of senior year

Ethan Rinklebuss ’13

“I was like, wood-paneled and filled with all of these long wooden tables, and like hundreds of kids I had never seen before were eating there,” Rinklebuss said to his friends later at a round New Side table. “I walked up to someone and asked them where I was and they said, ‘Old Side, bro!’

Rinklebuss then began what would be an hours-long quest to return to his beloved New Side. He began by wandering around the Great Hall, taking in its beauty. “The stained glass, the famous authors on the walls, the portraits of President Peirce and Hannah More: it was all just so beautiful!” he marveled later. “I can’t believe I’ve spent four years here and I’ve never discovered this hidden gem.”

Rinklebuss then made friends with a table of Delta Kappa Epsilon (DKE) pledges and spent an idyllic 45 minutes helping them plan their next beach party. When interviewed later, one DKE pledge remembered Rinklebuss as “dazed, but a fun dude.”

“Yeah, I remember him,” said Leonard Hilkins ’14. “He had some really good ideas for the playlist. Guy really knows his music.”

Rinklebuss then found help locating the exit when he noticed a broom. “I just didn’t like to return, Rinklebuss said. “Apparently the Great Hall has been here all along and I’ve just never noticed.”

When asked if he’d like to return, Rinklebuss only sighed wistfully and stared into the distance. “I’m not sure I’ll be able to find that magical portal again,” he said slowly. “It just seemed like one of those things that only comes along once in a lifetime, you know?”

When last seen, Rinklebuss was wandering around the outside of Peirce, searching for those beautiful stained-glass windows.

Class of 2013 hosts séance, offends Philander Chase

“We’re the class of 2013, so since ’13 is all kooky and stuff, we decided to have a séance,” Phil Shoo ’13 said. “It was like nostalgia and crying and middle school all over again.”

Accompanied by mournfully sentimental feelings, the students decided to first summon Chase from the netherworld. They weren’t sure if their incantation and marijuana-fueled auras would work to coax Chase away from his Peoria County Ill. final resting place, but several minutes later, with a gust of sweet prairie air and church organ hymn, Chase presented himself to the stunned and stone-faced seniors. But he took one look around, according to Shoo, and quickly became appalled at what he saw, from the batik-print afghan the students sat on to the artful nude portraits on the walls.

“We thought it was a good idea at the time,” Diana Trelawney ’13 said. “But he took one look at us, especially the women, and Phil [Shoo], who’s gay, and was like ‘what in the world has happened to my seminary?’ and it was like a major buzz kill.”

The students apparently offended Chase primarily with their atheistic views, marijuana consumption, drunkenness, promiscuity and Goodwill-chic style of dress. Additionally, at the time of the séance, the students were passing around a few lines of cocaine and snorting it with some leftover Euros one of them had on hand. Chase, unfamiliar with the new currency, was oddly aghast at such money. The students, however, quickly calmed his fears by reassuring him that England did still use the pound sterling.

“He’s actually not a nice guy, like at all,” Trelawney said. “As soon as he got here he liked turned on all of the lights, snuffed out our cigarettes and made us all listen to him give lectures on the scriptures or the strip-teases or something like that. It was boring as hell, that’s all I know. We were all like, ‘why are you so lame?’ and he didn’t stay too long after that.”

Despite the major buzz kill of the séance, the students are sure they’ll try to contact the spirit world again at some point in the near future, perhaps during a pause from the rager they have planned for senior week.

“Who knows, maybe Hannah More isn’t such a Debbie Downer,” Shoo said.
Football team creates fan section for ZOMBIES
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Safety finds squatters living in Bailey House
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Safety called the Knox County Sheriff’s Office, who arrived on the scene about 30 minutes later and detained the entire family for trespassing.

Sheriff David Shaffer declined to comment on the situation, saying, “I can’t talk about an ongoing investigation. What’s in that cup?”

Samhat reacted to the news of Bailey’s habitation positively, saying, “Does this mean I don’t have to move to that God-saken building? Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! YESSSSSSS!”

It is not clear where the squatting family came from, or when they moved into Bailey, but Hooper indicated it could have been any time within the last decade or so.

“For all intents and purposes, we stopped keeping tabs on Bailey House about 10 years ago. It’s there, but no one wants to forget about it,” Hooper said.

“Those guys were bound to be caught eventually, right?”

When asked about the case, President S. Georgia Nugent said, “What’s Bailey House?”